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SECTION 1: GENERAL RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
Section 1.1: Administration/Management 
 

1.1.1 League 
HSF Rec and Premier Leagues are run by the Hawaii Soccer Federation (“HSF”)—a 
Member League of US Club Soccer (“USCS”). 

 
1.1.2 Governance 
All HSF competitions are governed by regulations approved by the HSF League Office 
and written herein (“HSF Rules”).  The Regional League Offices shall rule on all 
disputes and issues pertaining to their respective regional competitions.  The HSF League 
Office may overrule rules in this document, if it is determined to be for the good of the 
game. 

 
1.1.3 Club Definition 
In order for a group of teams to be considered a Club, the following conditions must 
exist: 

 
a. Teams must belong to a single legal entity, with a single leadership 

structure, single financial structure, and a single governance structure; 
 

b. Teams must have a common Club name, logo, and uniforms; 
 

c. Teams must operate under a single technical structure/plan and report to a 
single technical director, director of coaching, or executive director; and 

 
d. All players participating in HSF competitions must be registered under a 

single USCS ID. 
 

1.1.4 Club/Team Passes 
USCS membership is required for all players and staff (i.e., directors, coaches, and 
managers), along with printed and laminated USCS Player and Staff Passes.  Staff may 
move players within their Club (i.e., from team to team) at any time. 

 
1.1.5 Team Management 
Each team must have a team manager that handles communication with appropriate league 
officials.  All team managers must have access to email and a phone with voicemail that is 
checked on a daily basis. 

 
1.1.6 Division Formations 
Divisions will be structured according to the playing level of teams, as determined by the 
HSF League Office, which has final authority on all placement issues.  Should HSF 
determine there are an insufficient number of teams to constitute an age group division, 
the teams affected may be allowed to temporarily or partially compete in a different 
division of play. 
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1.1.7 League Standings 
HSF prioritizes individual player development before overall team results.  League 
standings will not be posted, however may be calculated by HSF Regional League 
Offices, strictly for the purpose(s) of evaluation, discipline, or promotion and relegation 
within the league. 

 
1.1.8 Play Up Request Guidelines 
Teams may request to play up an age group/division, during the online HSF Team Entry 
process.  Play up requests may be granted by the HSF League Office, if doing so will aid 
in player development.  The following criteria shall be used in determining whether or 
not play up requests will be granted: 

 
a. Team is current State Cup Champion or Finalist within their own age 

group; or 
 

b. Team has proven in previous seasons to be a very dominant team within 
their own age group. 

 
The HSF League Office shall have the final say on all play up decisions. 

 
Section 1.2: Scheduling and Communication 
 

1.2.1 Required Club Contacts 
All HSF Rec and Premier teams shall submit the most current contact information to 
ensure the proper receipt of vital league communication. 

 
1.2.2 Communication Policy 
Communication between the HSF League Office, Regional League Offices, and all players 
and staff is vitally important and critically tied to the overall player development process.  
Each team must submit at least two (2) different contacts to the HSF League Office, and 
ensure that both contacts have an email and a phone number with voicemail that is 
current, correct, and checked daily.  Team contacts must respond to communication 
within 48 hours.  Listing the wrong email or phone number will not be a valid excuse for 
not responding to communication. 

 
1.2.3 Policy for Scheduling Matches 
Regional League Offices will provide dates for all matches along with a schedule.  
Teams are expected to be available to play any time on the game dates provided.  All 
games, times, and locations shall be scheduled by the deadline provided by the Regional 
League Offices.  After the deadline passes, the schedules are locked and games can only 
be rescheduled if agreed upon by both teams (Section 1.2.5).  Teams unwilling or unable 
to attend games will forfeit the game, and shall be subject to Section 2.1.14.  Any 
unplayed games will be documented by HSF League Officials and can result in a 
Club/team being removed from the current league or from HSF membership. 
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1.2.4 Rainouts 
In the event of a forced reschedule due to rain or inclement weather (i.e., rainout), the 
HSF Regional Office will reschedule the match within one (1) week of the original match 
date. 

 
1.2.5 Cancellation/Forfeit Policy 
Teams must give their opponent a 96-hour warning if forfeiting any match, or they may 
be required to pay field and/or referee costs (Sections 2.1.14 and 2.1.16).  The following 
list of common excuses teams cite as reasons to reschedule or cancel games include 
recommendations to address frequently posed problems: 

 
 Too many players missing (e.g., sick, testing, vacations) — Any player from 

your Club is available to participate with your team as long as they are of 
correct age.  In league matches, you may use lower or younger team players 
within your Club to fill out your roster. 

 
 Missing Coach — Any coach with a valid USCS Staff Pass for your Club is 

able to coach any team in that Club.  If your coach has several commitments 
then it is recommended that teams have an assistant coach or another coach 
from the Club available to cover games. 

 
 Tournaments — HSF understands that teams will possibly play in other 

tournaments during the League.  This will be an acceptable reason to 
reschedule a game, however it must be rescheduled within HSF deadlines (i.e., 
96-hour notice). 

 
Planning your schedule well in advance and maximizing your rosters will promote your 
ability to fulfill your league commitment. 

 
Section 1.3: Game Officials 
 

1.3.1 Match Officials 
Only current year U.S. Soccer (“USSF”) licensed referees will be assigned by the league.  
The following game formats will be used to determine the number of match officials: 

 
 6U to 8U – No (0) referees (i.e., coaches shall administer the rules of the game); 

 
 9U to 10U — One (1) referee; and 

 
 12U to 18U — One (1) referee and two (2) assistant referees (i.e., linesmen). 

 
1.3.2 Assignment of Match Officials 
Match officials shall be assigned and paid by the Regional League Offices for each match.  
HSF League Officials may determine whether or not match officials can appropriately 
officiate their own family members’ games. 
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Section 1.4: League Discipline 
 

1.4.1 Violating League Rules 
HSF Regional League Offices shall have the authority to suspend, fine, or disqualify, or 
otherwise impose sanctions on players, team officials or competing Clubs/teams for 
violating HSF Rules, or for any action or conduct not in the best interest of soccer or 
player development. 

 
1.4.2 Disciplinary Issues 
Any misconduct or breach of HSF Rules should be reported to the appropriate Regional 
League Office.  Incidents should be reported through the HSF Incident Report form.  All 
reports of HSF Rule violations or misconduct may only be reported by a Club’s president, 
director of coaching; or if an independent team, by the head coach.  The Regional League 
Office may forward the incident to the HSF League Office for a final ruling. 

 
1.4.3 Red Cards 
If a red card is shown, it will result in a minimum of a one (1) game suspension, 
applicable in all regional leagues.  This includes a red card as the result of two (2) 
cautions [i.e., two (2) yellow cards].  Any player or staff (i.e., coach) used during a 
suspension will be considered illegal, and the team, coach, or Club may be subject to 
disciplinary action (Sections 2.2.8 and 2.1.16)—as deemed appropriate by the Regional 
League Office. 

 
1.4.4 Red Card Procedure 
In any game where a red card is issued, the officiating referee must notify their respective 
Regional League Office immediately after the conclusion of the match, using the HSF 
Referee Game Report form.  The same referee may submit an HSF Incident Report in 
addition to the Referee Game Report, within 24 hours from the incident at hand.  Upon 
serving the one (1) game suspension, Club/team staff must send written verification 
confirming that the suspension has been served, before the affected player and/or coach 
can return to the team.  All communications should be submitted to the Regional League 
Office on the match date, or via email using the appropriate email address: 
 

 Maui — maui@hawaiisoccerfederation.org 
 

 Kaua‘i — kauai@hawaiisoccerfederation.org 
 

 Hawaiʻi — bigisland@hawaiisoccerfederation.org 
 

1.4.5 Suspensions 
Regional League Offices may issue additional suspensions, as deemed necessary for the 
good of the game.  It is the Club/team’s responsibility to ensure their red carded player or 
staff (i.e., coach) serves the minimum one (1) game suspension, and any additional 
suspension determined by the Regional League Office.  All suspensions must be served 
with the team that the red card was received with.  Red carded players and staff may not 
play or coach for any other team until the suspension has been served. 
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There shall be two (2) types of suspensions: 

 
a. Minor Offenses – These include send offs for normal soccer actions, 

second (2nd) yellow cards, etc.; and 
 

b. Major Offenses – These include send offs for violent actions or malicious 
behavior.  Major offenses will incur additional suspensions and will rule 
players or coaches out across all HSF competitions, during the time period 
prescribed by the Regional League Office. 

 
Section 1.5: Player Equipment 
 

1.5.1 Safety 
A player must not use equipment or wear anything which is dangerous to themselves or 
another player—including all jewelry. 

 
1.5.2 Casts 
No orthopedic (hard) casts, air splints, or metal splints may be worn.  Players will be 
allowed to play in a soft cast at the discretion of the referee. 

 
1.5.3 Jewelry 
Absolutely no jewelry, including rings, chains, watches, hair clips, bobby pins, earrings, 
necklaces, bracelets, rubber bracelets, or abnormally long fingernails may be worn while 
participating in any HSF scheduled match.  Only Medical Alert Warning Bracelets may be 
worn, and shall be taped to secure them to the player’s body.  Earrings and other 
piercings cannot be taped, and must be removed. 

 
1.5.4 Braces 
It is strongly recommended for the safety of the player, that a player does not wear a brace 
during HSF matches.  Braces are allowed as long as the referee decides that the brace will 
not or cannot hurt the player wearing the brace, or any other player.  All metal, metal-like, 
or plastic brace supports are to be properly covered for the duration of the match.  Elastic-
type supports without any metal, carbon fiber, hard plastic, or like devices are permitted 
provided the referee does not deem the support to be potentially harmful to other players. 

 
1.5.5 Eyeglasses 
Players who must wear eyeglasses are encouraged to wear sports goggles.  Players must 
wear glasses that are safe.  Lenses must be unbreakable and frames must be unbreakable 
plastic or sturdy metal. 

 
1.5.6 Shin Guards 
All players are required to use shin guards at all times.  They must be appropriately sized, 
worn properly, and be professionally manufactured and unaltered.  No shin guards – No 
play!  Long stockings/socks must be worn over and completely cover shin guards. 
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1.5.7 Stockings/Socks 
Long stockings/socks must be worn over and completely cover shin guards.  
Stockings/socks must match teammates.  If tape or similar material is applied externally, 
it should be the same color as that part of the stocking/sock to which it is applied. 

 
1.5.8 Player Uniforms 
The two teams must wear colors that distinguish them from each other and also the 
officiating referee(s).  Each goalkeeper must wear colors that distinguish them from the 
other players, and also the officiating referee(s).  All players on a team—except the 
goalkeeper—shall wear identical uniforms (jerseys/shirts, shorts, and stockings/socks). 
 
If there is a conflict in uniform color, the away team shall change uniforms to colors 
distinct from the opponent.  It is highly recommended that the home team wear dark 
uniforms while the away team wears light uniforms.  HSF encourages teams to 
communicate prior to the scheduled match, about which jersey colors they are wearing to 
prevent issues or delays on game day. 

 
1.5.9 Player Numbers 
Player numbers must be affixed to the back of the uniform jersey or shirt.  Each player 
shall wear a unique number for their team.  If a training vests (i.e., pinnies) are worn, 
player numbers must be clearly visible. 

 
1.5.10 Match Balls 
The home team is the team listed first on the official schedule, and is responsible for 
furnishing the match balls. 
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SECTION 2:  LEAGUE RULES AND REGULATIONS 
 
Section 2.1: Competition Rules 
 

2.1.1 Playing Rules 
All games under league jurisdiction shall be played according to these rules and 
regulations—recognized by HSF—which shall be the same rules set by the Fédération 
Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and USSF. 

 
2.1.2 Technical Area 
Both team benches shall be in the league designated (“Technical Area”)—located on the 
same side of the field and opposite of the designated area for spectators.  Only players 
and staff with properly issued and laminated USCS Passes will be allowed in the 
Technical Area.  The home team shall sit on the left half of the field, and the visiting 
team shall sit on the right half of the field—determined by facing the spectators.  Teams 
shall remain within their own half, within their designated team area 

 
All HSF Rec and Premier team staff (i.e., coaches and team managers) must wear their 
USCS issued Staff Passes while residing in the Technical Area, in plain view for the 
duration of the match, and until the game has officially been recorded by the match 
official. 

 
2.1.3 Point System 
Should the calculation of a team’s standing be deemed necessary by the Regional League 
Office—strictly for the purpose(s) of evaluation, discipline, or promotion and relegation 
within the league—standings shall operate under the following point system: 
 

 Three (3) points for a win; 
 

 One (1) point for a tie; and 
 

 No (0) points for a loss. 
 

2.1.4 Tie Breakers 
In case of a tie in the standings within a league, the following will be used as tiebreakers 
(in the order listed below): 

 
a. “Head to head” points (win/loose/draw) between teams; 

 
b. “Head to head” Goal Differential between teams; 

 
c. Overall Goal Differential (up to 4); 

 
d. Goals for (up to 4); and 

 
e. Goals against (up to 4). 
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2.1.5 Fields 
The playing field used by each team must be lined according to USSF standards with 
appropriately sized goals. 

 
2.1.6 Heading in the Game 
For 11U teams and below, or for 11U to 12U mixed divisions, when a player deliberately 
heads the ball in a game, an indirect free kick should be awarded to the opposing team 
from the spot of the offense.  If the deliberate header occurs within the goal area, the 
indirect free kick should be taken on the goal area line parallel to the goal line, at the 
point nearest to where the infringement occurred.  If a player does not deliberately head 
the ball, then play should continue. 

 
2.1.7 Re-Entry Protocol 
At any HSF scheduled match, players removed from the field for a head injury will only be 
allowed to return to the field of play if cleared by a Health Care Professional.  If a Health 
Care Professional is not available during the match or on game day, a written clearance by a 
qualified Health Care Professional must be submitted to the Regional League Office—at a 
reasonable time prior to the start of the affected player’s match—in order to return to play.  It 
is the Club/team’s responsibility to ensure that the proper clearance is administered, before 
the player returns. 

 
2.1.8 Health Care Professional 
A Health Care Professional is defined as “a licensed health care professional such as an 
athletic trainer certified (ATC), or a physician (MD/DO), with a skill set in emergency care 
and sports medicine injuries, and with knowledge and experience related to concussion 
evaluation and management.”  The Regional League Offices will keep a list of licensed 
Health Care Professionals, who may be available to evaluate and manage suspected head 
trauma during HSF scheduled matches.  If an HSF approved Health Care Professional is not 
available during the affected player’s match or match date, then a written clearance from a 
qualified Health Care Professional must be submitted to the Regional League Office, in order 
for the player to return (Section 2.1.7). 

 
2.1.9 Substitutions 
Substitutions can be made at any stoppage of play, at the discretion and permission of the 
officiating referee, provided that the substitute player is ready to enter the field of play, 
positioned at the midfield line. 

 
Unlimited substitutions are allowed, however, HSF encourages all coaches to handle 
substitutions in a professional manner, so as not to detract from the game. 

 
2.1.10 Ties in League Play 
If a League game is tied after regulation, the tie stands and will be recorded as a tie. 

 
For matches that require a winner, the team with the most goals after regulation time will 
be the winner.  If the match is tied after regulation for 9U – 18U teams, two (2) golden 
goal five (5) minute periods will be played.  Teams will have a five (5) minute break 
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before the first overtime. After five (5) minutes, teams will change sides, with no break, 
and play the remaining five (5) minutes.  If the game is still tied after the two (2) overtime 
periods, then kicks from the mark—per FIFA—will determine the winner. 

 
 

2.1.11 Playoffs for League 
In the case of playoffs, each team should arrive at their game knowing if the game can 
end in a draw or if a winning team is required. 

 
2.1.12 Incomplete Games 
In the event that a game cannot be completed, the game will stand if half or more of the 
game was played; provided, however that any team directly responsible for the 
termination of the game—no matter how much of the match remains—due to poor 
sportsmanship towards a referee, opposing fans, or opposing players, will result in the 
team forfeiting the match.  This could also lead to other sanctions set forth by the 
Regional League Office.  If there is no result, and the match is suspended prior to the 
expiration of one (1) half, the game may be replayed at a time agreed upon by the 
competing teams in consultation with the Regional League Office. 

 
2.1.13 No Shows 
A no-show occurs when a team willfully does not show up to a game scheduled by the 
League.  The penalty for a no-show shall be a forfeit, which may result in a one hundred 
fifty dollar ($150) fine (Section 2.1.16).  One (1) no-show may result in the offending 
team being terminated from the league. Two (2) no-shows in a single season shall result in 
the offending team’s termination from the league. 

 
2.1.14 Forfeits 
A forfeit occurs when a team is unable to attend a scheduled game and the teams are 
unable to come to terms on a time to reschedule, after the scheduling deadline has passed 
(Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.5).  Should standings be calculated, a forfeit will result in a 3-0 
win to the team not at fault.  The forfeiting team may be fined one hundred dollars ($100) 
to cover all referee and field costs, if they inform the opponent less than 96-hours before 
the scheduled game time (Section 2.1.16).  The fine’s remaining balance may be paid 
directly to the Club/team that is not at fault, as determined by the Regional League 
Office.  A team unable to attend a scheduled game because of an accident, weather, or 
act of God, should immediately notify the opponent and the appropriate Regional League 
Office.  In these circumstances, the Regional League Office will review and rule on the 
situation. 

 
 

2.1.15 Protests 
Protests regarding the match conditions (i.e. field condition, etc.) must be made prior to 
the start of the match.  Protests regarding the use of illegal players may be made prior to 
the start, or following the completion of the match.  All protests shall be written clearly on 
the official Referee Game Report.  Referee decisions cannot be protested.  All protested 
games should be sent to the appropriate Regional League Office, who may forward to the 
HSF League Office for a ruling. 
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2.1.16 Fines 
The HSF League or Regional League Offices may impose the following fines: 

 
a. Forfeit within 96 hours of the scheduled game time:  $100 

 
b. No-show to a scheduled game:  $150 

 
c. Team drops out of the League after the first game is scheduled, or after the 

first game is played: $200 
 

d. The use of an illegal player:  $250 
 

Imposed fines shall be paid directly to the HSF Regional Office.  In the case of Sections 
2.1.16(a), (b), and (d), the collected fine shall be used to cover all referee and field costs, 
and the remaining balance may be paid to the Club/team that is not at fault, as deemed 
appropriate by the Regional League Office. 

 
Section 2.2: Rosters 
 

2.2.1 Player/Team Registration 
HSF team players shall be registered according to USCS and HSF Rules. 

 
2.2.2 Game Rosters 
Each team must print an HSF approved roster and present it at the start of each match. 
Only players and staff (i.e., coaches and team managers) who are listed on the official 
roster will be eligible to play and coach in HSF Rec and HSF Premier League matches.  
Player or staff member names may not be handwritten on official rosters.  If any player or 
staff member is not listed, he/she must be added and printed electronically.  The 
following documents shall be considered official rosters: 

 
a. HSF Rec League – A HSF Rec Roster that is approved by the HSF League 

Registrar; or 
 

b. HSF Premier League – An Official USCS Roster that is issued via a 
Club/team’s online KYCK Play account.  A USCS Pass must be issued 
and laminated, before any staff or player is eligible to coach or play 
(Section 2.2.5). 

 
2.2.3 Roster Changes 
There is no limit to the number of changes that can be made to a team’s roster, provided 
the players are registered with USCS; are in the team’s Club; and are not on another 
Club’s official roster.  Players’ names may not be handwritten on official rosters (Section 
2.2.2). 
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2.2.4 Maximum Rosters 
The following amount of players may be rostered, provided that the maximum amount of 
players may be used for HSF Rec or Premier League matches (i.e., game day rosters): 

 

AGE GROUP OFFICIAL GAME ROSTER 
(MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF PLAYERS) 

GAME DAY ROSTER 
(MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF PLAYERS) 

6U – 8U 18 6 
9U – 10U 26 12 
11U – 12U 26 16 
13U – 18U 26 18 

 
It is recommended that Clubs/teams maximize their rosters to allow for game day 
flexibility and a greater ability to fulfill their league commitment. 

 
2.2.5 US Club Soccer Passes 
All HSF Premier League teams must present their USCS Player and Staff Passes to the 
referee prior to the match.  If the individual’s picture is not on the USCS Passcard, and/or 
the Passcard is not laminated, the individual will be ineligible for the match.  If a player or 
staff member (i.e., coach) who is listed on the Official USCS Roster does not have a 
USCS Passcard, the individual will be ineligible for the match.  No Passcard – No Play! 
 
All HSF Rec and Premier team staff (i.e., coaches and team managers) must wear their 
USCS issued Staff Passes in plain view for the duration of the match, and until the game 
has officially been recorded by the match official. 

 
2.2.6 US Club Soccer Team Credentials 
If a team does not have their USCS Player Passes for a HSF Premier League match, the 
match shall forfeited by the team with no Passcards, and that team shall be subject to a one 
hundred dollar ($100) fine (Section 2.1.16).  If this is a continuous issue with a Club/team, 
the Regional League Office may remove that Club/team from the league. 

 
2.2.7 Guest Players 
No guest players are allowed in the HSF Premier League. 

 
2.2.8 Illegal Players 
Any player who does not appear on the Official USCS Roster, or does not have a valid 
USCS Player Pass issued by the same Club at the time of the match, shall be considered an 
illegal player.  Any team using an illegal player shall forfeit the game and may incur a 
two hundred and fifty dollar ($250) fine, as deemed appropriate by the Regional League 
Office (Section 2.1.16).  The coach of the team using the illegal player may be suspended 
from HSF competitions, as deemed appropriate by the Regional League Office. 

 
Section 2.3: Game Day Procedures 
 

2.3.1 Team Management 
Every team should have the following documents at every HSF scheduled match: 
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a. HSF approved roster of team, issued in accordance with Section 2.2.2; 
 

b. For HSF Premier teams, USCS Passes for its players and staff (Section 
2.2.5); and 

 
c. USCS Medical Release Forms for every player and staff listed on their 

HSF approved roster. 
 

2.3.2 Pre-Game Procedures 
The Regional League Office will supply the Referee Game Report—to be signed by the 
match official (i.e., center referee) and a coach or team manager from both home and away 
teams prior to the start of each match.  The home team shall provide an appropriately sized 
match ball—in accordance with USSF standards for youth development. 
 
All teams must present the following: 

 
a. HSF Rec League (to the opposing team): 

 
 Official HSF Rec Roster, issued in accordance with Section 2.2.2. 

 
b. HSF Premier League (to the center referee): 

 
 Official USCS Roster, issued in accordance with Section 2.2.2; and 

 
 USCS Passes for its players and staff (Section 2.2.5). 

 
Protests regarding the match conditions (i.e. field condition, etc.) must be made prior to 
the start of the match (Section 2.1.15). 

 
2.3.3 Post-Game Procedures 
The match official will submit the Referee Game Report to the appropriate Regional League 
Office staff for filing.  In any game where there is a protest by coach or team manager, or if 
a red card is issued, the officiating referee must notify their respective Regional League 
Office immediately after the conclusion of the match, using the HSF Referee Game 
Report form (Sections 1.4.4 and 2.1.15). 

 
2.3.4 Personnel on the Bench 
A maximum of three (3) team staff (i.e., coaches and team managers) are allowed in each 
team’s Technical Area.  Team staff must have a USCS issued Pass in order to sit in the 
Technical Area—in plain view for the duration of the match, and until the game has 
officially been recorded by the match official (Section 2.1.2). 
 
It is highly recommended that teams have several credentialed coaches or managers with 
USCS Passcards for the team.  (I.e., A USCS Pass makes a person eligible to coach any 
team in the Club for which that coach or manager is credentialed.) 

 


